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G Talk
While summer might not be much of a happening month for business; the 
fashion world endures its vigil. The constantly evolving fashion world continues 
to work on new season’s offerings  with the fashion month kicking off within a 
few weeks with catwalk shows rotating from New York to London, then Milan 
and finally ending in Paris; experts keep their eyes open for trends and hit lists to 
guide its followers. While Doha continues it’s hibernation period in the summer 
heat with all the fashionistas travelling to cooler locales; our Fashion Editor picks 
out the up and coming new hot shopping stops in Paris. Holiday travelling is also 
made easier with our picks for each locale. Go Glam and explore places…

While the publishing industry is now going through an era of setbacks especially 
in the Middle East, Condé Nast International has announced that it will launch a 
Vogue Arabia edition, with Saudi princess Deena Aljuhani Abdulaziz as its editor-
in-chief, marking the publisher’s long-awaited move into the Middle Eastern 
market. Vogue Arabia has broken many a trend by its latest venture: going digital 
for the product launch and then following it with a printed version the following 
year; and by coming into a market when it’s most hit by the slumping economy 
and a market which it had earlier dismissed as the region had “an element 
that rejects Western values of freedom of expression and equality for women,” 
according to Jonathan Newhouse, chairman and chief executive of Condé Nast 
International.

Glam welcomes this hugely-inspiring fashion journal to the region as we hope to 
be inspired by this giant publishing house in our relentless pursuit of bringing the 
fashion voices of the Middle East to the public. We also hope that competition 
will further open the doors of fashion business and bring in more entrepreneurs. 
With a fashion university that produces talented designers and an economy that 
is largely supportive of private ventures, we foresee exciting times for  
the industry.

EDITOR’S PICK
THIS TRAVEL SEASON WE PICK OUT SOME 
COVETED TRAVEL COMPANIONS.

THE MAPLE BAG FROM MULBERRY FEATURES AN 
OPEN SHOPPER-STYLE TOP WITH IT’S TALL 
SILHOUETTE MAKING IT SUITABLE TO CARRY 
LAPTOPS, TABLETS, MAGAZINES AND PAPERS.

THE NEW ROLLING LUGGAGE FROM LOUIS 
VUITTON IS THE FIRST FOUR-WHEELED CASE WITH 
A COMPLETELY FLAT BACK SHELL, WITH A 
STORAGE SPACE INSIDE HAS BEEN OPTIMISED.

AND TO TRAVEL THE RUGGED ROAD WITH YOU, 
CHOOSE TOD’S AUTUMN/WINTER COLLECTION 
2017 STYLISED SNEAKERS.



SAVE
1 	 Printed embroidery dress, QR396.
2 	 Bomber jacket, QR240.
3 	 Kaftan, QR240. 
4 	 Plunge neck swimsuit, QR100. 
5 	 Stone earrings, QR32.
 All items available from H&M stores across Qatar.

SPLURGE
1 	 Wool-blend cape, QR3,687, Biyan Cella.
2 	 Suede sandals, QR2,982, Giuseppe Zanotti. 
3 	 Crystal necklace, QR1,600, Oscar de la Renta. 
4 	 Crepe maxi dress, QR4,497, Etro. 
5 	 Stone and crystal clip earrings, QR420, Alexis Bittar. 

With autumn right around the corner, 
there’s no better time to indulge in 

some over-the-top ornate details 
and lush fabrics. Baroque-inspired 

fashion has long held its niche every 
season as the mainstay offering for 

key designers as it is the go-to choice 
for special occasions, particularly with 

the unique tastes of our region. Add 
the contemporary touch to this age-old 

regal influence – balance your look 
by the mix and match of accessories 
or separates. To splurge, go for the 

authenticity of hand-embroidery and 
thick velvet materials, or to save, pick 

affordable pieces that play on the 
colours and prints of the high-handed 

aesthetics. Brocade and gold get a 
slight bohemian touch with equally 

mesmerising jewels and pearls.

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH
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ALEXA’S BRAND

Alexa Chung has been designing for some time, 
but the star is now branching out on her own 
with the launch of her debut fashion label.
The British style icon will act as the creative 
director for Alexa chung, set to debut in May 
2017.
The contemporary ready-to-wear line will 
go on sale initially at department stores 
including Selfridges, Galeries Lafayette and 
Matchesfashion.com, as well as via its own 
online retail site.
“I just wanted the freedom to sort of make my 
own world, without someone else’s brand’s 
brief to stick to,” Chung said. She also explained 
the timing for the collection, saying: “I feel as 
though I’m kind of prepared to do it now. If it 
had been any time sooner than this, I either 
wouldn’t be responsible enough or have been 
able to take on this kind of feat.”
The multi-talented Chung, a fashion model, 
muse, designer and journalist, is in a strong 
position to launch her brand, having previously 
collaborated on capsule collections for Nails 
Inc. and AG Jeans. One of her biggest design 
projects, ‘Archive by Alexa’ for Marks & Spencer, 
a 31-piece womenswear collection that revived 
archive pieces from the British retail chain’s 
history, was unveiled in April this year. The 
Vogue contributor’s modelling collaborations 
with high-end brands such as Longchamp and 
Tommy Hilfiger are sure to stand her in good 
stead when it comes to creating her debut line.
Chung will lead a team of six people at the label, 
and will focus launch efforts on London, New 
York, Paris and Hong Kong.

Credit: afprelaxnews
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Burberry has recently appointed Céline 
chairman Marco Gobbetti as its next 
chief executive, replacing Christopher 
Bailey, who will become the British 
luxury fashion group’s new president.
Gobbetti, currently the chairman and 
chief executive of French luxury brand 
Céline, will join the board in 2017 “as 
soon as he is contractually able to do 
so”, Burberry said in a statement.
Burberry announced a fall in annual net 
profits in May, triggering a three-year 
programme of cost savings totalling at 

least £100 million ($130 million, 117 
million euros).
“Marco brings incredible experience and 
skills in luxury and retail with him that 
will be invaluable to us,” said Bailey, 
who has been chief executive since 2014 
and chief creative officer for six years.
When Gobbetti comes in, Bailey will 
take on the new role of president as well 
as chief creative officer, “overseeing 
all elements of brand and design” and 
working with Gobbetti on “company 
strategy and culture”, Burberry said.

THE NEW FACE AT BURBERRY

SMART RAINCOAT

AL MANA BUYS BHS STORES

Administrators of BHS have secured the first sale of the 
stricken department store chain’s assets by striking a deal 

for its international and online operations.
Al Mana, a Qatar-based group which runs some of BHS’s 

overseas shops under a franchise agreement, and also 
other franchise deals like Hermès and Balenciaga, has 

agreed to acquire more than 70 stores as well as its website.
It will guarantee a further return to creditors although the 

price being paid by Al Mana was unclear.

Japanese brand UNIQLO has 
released a new jacket which 

doubles as a raincoat, complete 
with an in-built headphone cord.
The handy jacket, which comes 

with various pockets and in a range 
of colours, such as light grey, black, 

red and blue, is priced at $130 
and will be sold both in-store and 

online (via Fashion Journal).
Equipped with ‘BlockTech’ 

waterproof, windproof, durable, 
water-repellent and stretch 

qualities, the coat is the latest urban 
utility-type item to be produced by 

the popular basics brand. 
The release is part of a wider 

Uniqlo brand strategy to introduce 
‘smart’ clothing to the fast fashion 

sphere, with other examples of 
utility-focused clothing being 

summer tank dresses for women 
which feature built-in bras, and 

lightweight ‘UV Cut’ cotton 
summer sweaters which block out 

90% of the sun’s rays.

Credit: afprelaxnews
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MICKEY MOUSE GOES CHIC

LOUIS VUITTON FOR UNICEF

Two American cult icons, Disney and 
Coach have launched a limited-edition 
collection featuring Mickey Mouse designs 
on Coach leathergoods and ready-to-wear 
fashions. Mixing the unexpected with the
iconic, the collection is part of a series 
of exclusive, limited-edition projects 
that celebrate American pop culture and 
commemorate Coach’s 75th anniversary. 
Mickey Mouse’s vibrant personality 
shines through the collection, with 
specially created sketches by Disney 
animators that appear on t-shirts as 
well as signature Coach glove-tanned 
leather bags including the Saddle and 
the Dinky. “Mickey Mouse is one of my 

earliest memories of American pop - his 
nostalgic charm, cheekiness, individuality 
and inherent cool make for the ultimate 
American icon,” says Stuart Vevers, 
Coach’s creative director. “I’ve always 
seen Mickey as a playful rebel at heart and 
a timeless symbol of joy and creativity. 
That spirit reinforces the new perspective 
we are bringing to luxury at Coach.” The 
range also includes sneakers featuring 
Coach’s signature hangtag playfully 
redesigned in the shape of Mickey’s ears. 
The Mickey ear silhouette is also marked 
out with punky studs on a biker jacket 
and a frame on a re-edition of an archival 
Coach bag from the 1960s.

Louis Vuitton introduces the  Silver 
Lockit collection, to raise funds in 
support of UNICEF’s efforts to provide 
the essential interventions required 
to protect, save lives and ensure the 
rights of all children, anywhere in the 
world. For each sale of the Silver Lockit 
pendant or bracelet, QR728 (USD200) 
will be donated to UNICEF. The Silver 
Lockit, inspired by the unpickable 
tumbler lock invented by Georges 
Vuitton in 1890 to protect clients’ 
most precious belongings, is a symbol 
of protection. It is also a symbol of 
one’s promise to help children in need. 
“UNICEF is a strong and reliable leader 
in humanitarian action. Together, we 
can make a real difference to children 
in the most vulnerable situations,” says 
Michael Burke, chairman and CEO 
of Louis Vuitton. “Charity starts at 
home. Our 20,000 staff members have 
joined forces to generate strong ideas 
for this cause. Our goal is to reach as 
many people as possible, ask them to 
share our promise, and to make a real 
difference.”
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ACROSS ART AND FASHION

KATE MOSS X EQUIPMENT

Celebrated for its modern, 
androgynous silhouettes, 
luxe fabrics and unexpected 
details, Equipment introduces 
a capsule collection in 
collaboration with Kate Moss, 
in styles that are synonymous 
with the supermodel’s 
signature look. Star-printed 
silk tie-neck shirts are layered 
under well-tailored blazers and 
cropped sweaters with a rock 
and roll edge. David Bowie-
inspired lightning bolt prints 
are seen in Moss’s trademark 
colour palette of red, black, 
white and grey, as well as a 
leopard print, and embroidered 
with a handwritten ‘KM’ 
monogram. Graphic pieces are 

complemented with classic 
wardrobe staples including a 
pair of slim black five-pocket 
pants, wide leg trousers and a 
military jacket.
For the collection’s Fall 2016 
campaign, the supermodel 
takes the creative role, shooting 
in black and white at her 
secluded country estate in the 
Cotswolds. “We loved having 
Kate so hands on during all 
parts of the process, every 
step of the way. The synergy is 
effortless as she’s been building 
a relationship with our brand 
for years and we look forward 
to expanding the relationship 
for many more,” says 
Equipment CEO, Jack Schwefel.

A cross-cultural and heritage exhibition that explores the complex 
relationship between art and fashion, draws on the life of  Salvatore 
Ferragamo and his fascination with twentieth century avant-garde 

art movement. Organised by Fondazione Ferragamo and Museo 
Salvatore Ferragamo, it focuses on Salvatore’s search for inspiration 
in the world of art and collaboration with many of the artists of his 
time. This project presents how these two worlds interact through 

contamination, overlapping and collaboration. From the work of the 
Pre-Raphaelites to that of the Futurists and from the complexities 

of Surrealism to those of Radical Fashion, pausing for reflection on 
a few of the ateliers where artists met and studied in the Fifties and 

Sixties and the birth of celebrity culture. The exhibition then explores 
the artistic experimentation of the Nineties and ultimately asks the 

question whether, in today’s cultural industry, these words are separate 
or distinct, or if they are now caught in a fluid roleplay. This exhibition 

is unique in that it is being held in collaboration with other cultural 
institutions: in Florence Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, the Gallerie 

degli Uffizi, (Galleria d’arte moderna e Galleria del Costume di 
Palazzo Pitti), Museo Marino Marini, Museo Salvatore Ferragamo and 

Museo del Tessuto in Prato. The aim of actively involving these cultural 
institutions and museums, which have provided space and pieces from 

their collections, is a common reflection on art and fashion.
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WE MAY BE WITNESSING A FASHION ERA 
HEADED TOWARD MORE CASUAL DRESSING 

BUT DESIGNERS ARE HYPING IT UP THIS 
SEASON WITH HIGH SHINE, POWER SUITS, 

ANIMAL PRINTS, TEXTURES AND LOTS AND 
LOTS OF COLOUR.

PRE-FALL
2016
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KENZO 

Humberto Leon and Carol Lim find 
inspiration in the power of women. 
Impressed by both beauty and strength,
the Kenzo woman is equally a member of an 
all-girl biker gang as of a group of demure 
urban professionals. This comes through in
a collection focused on proportions and 
colours. The silhouette is spacious, layered 
and slightly oversized, with tops and pants 
in bold colours of red, while white and black 
are marginally rounded. Flocked tunic tops 
are worn over mid-length skirts or jeans, 
lurex piqué dresses are protected under 
oversized, impressive down coats, double 
breasted origami cocoon coats and 
matching pants in lacquered jacquard 
appear as protective suiting.  Engineered 
kimono sleeves appear on shaved shearling 
bomber jackets and are matched with 
pleated stretch skirts and tops, while mohair 
top stitching accentuates bodycon jersey 
dresses and tops. Knitwear is light because 
of the mixed used of cashmere, mohair and 
wool and carries prints of graphic tanami 
flowers, half stars upon stripes, rising suns 
and soft abstract clouds.

PRE-FALL
2016
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PAULE KA

The brand has always looked to the 1960s as 
a reference point, so Alithia Spuri-Zampetti 

gave the 60’s motif a trendy and relevant 
hand this season. She played on couture 

shapes and created volume with 
lantern-sleeved sheaths, cocoon coats, 

peplums and full skirts with a modern twist. 
With proportions, she has added the 

thinnest layer of padding to the hips of the 
classic 9-5 dress, producing perfect little 

black dresses. For daywear, there is a strong 
focus on separates with new shapes of 

pants and tops while mod-inspired 
miniskirts are paired with silk bow blouses 

and topped off with a double-breasted 
officer’s jacket – all in a vibrant and playful 

mix of colours. A deconstructed pinstripe 
blazer is matched with a cropped pant, 

while a ruffled neck blouse is worn with a 
flared short skirt and a graphic knit top is 

paired with a tuxedo black trouser. The bow, 
a strong signature for the house, is 

reinterpreted as trompe l’oeil incrustations 
on dresses, skirts, tops and fur. For evening, 

abstract necklines with oversized lace 
motifs, add a seductive edge when 

camisoles are worn under transparent 
blouses, or paired with volume skirts.
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GIORGIO ARMANI 

Freedom from all that is ordinary and 
fashion as an expression of one’s 
personality, Giorgio Armani sets different 
episodes that suggest open interpretations. 
This is a feminine figure who no longer plays 
by the rules and explores ways of being and 
behaviours by using outfits as an expression 
of her mood. The colour of the collection 
spans from cinematographic black to more 
romantic shades. The aesthetic from men’s 
garments is redesigned for women using 
urban graphics, which spans from the rigour 
to the eccentric. The common thread of the 
collection is the purity of its design, which 
can be seen in the most sophisticated 
pieces. Jackets are small, short dresses 
move away from the body, trousers have 
soft volumes. Floral prints alternate with 
stylised designs, voluminous capes with 
lightweight dresses, vertical and delicate 
silhouettes with oversized shapes. The 
message is in the non-conventional way 
fabrics and colours are mixed, following 
solely instinct and desire. Every woman in a 
different way, as if in a bohemian rhapsody.
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M MISSONI 

The collection captures the carefree spirit 
of the American way of life in the early 

60s, ‘American graffiti’, bowling and 
drive-in mode. It is a sporty-glam mood 
full of surprises. Signature patterns and

knit techniques take on fresh twists while 
intersecting new entries in the art. The 

sense of vitality is vibrant, yet all within a 
panorama of clean and simple shapes. No 
hints of quirkiness in the silhouette, lines 
and volumes clearly reference the basic 

t-shirt. Tops are cut straight, pants go 
jogging style again. 

Sparking attention is the debut of various 
materials including latex, in contrast 

combinations with other textures and a 
new interpretation of the zigzag patterns 

that are placed in striking counterpoint 
to colour-block knits. The palette of 

dazzling silver, bronze, and antique gold 
emerge on the scene, taking a dominant 

stance against black. The hues create 
gorgeous contrasts in the clothes, making 

for exceptional bold patterns and prints.
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BALENCIAGA

An interesting collection, sort of like an 
amuse-bouche to what we will be seeing 
from the brand’s new creative director, the 
IT name in fashion now, Demna Gvasalia, 
who will officially be kicking off his first 
season for Autumn/Winter 2016. Though 
Demna is not linked to this collection, the 
pieces do allude to the designer’s 
influences and aesthetics, of structured 
tailoring and gigantic silhouettes. Shearling 
and coats come in masculine and 
oversized silhouettes, dresses are fluid, 
wrapover skirts are micro while trousers 
are low waist and flared in palettes of 
fluorescent yellow, white, black, blue, grey, 
brown, and army green. Accessories are 
decidedly tough, including wool aviator 
hats, leather cuissard, and leather clutches.
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MARNI 

Opposites attract and it’s a formula that 
works for the intentionally under-the-radar 

fashion label.  Consuelo Castiglioni 
combines femininity and angularity, and 

languor and dynamism, resulting in 
bellowing skirts and baggy trousers 

accented with crisp shirts and draping 
capes, light fabric printed dresses along with 

the colour-blocked pants and trenches. 
Little eccentric details include coiling frills 

and furry pom-poms on pointy hems while 
baggy slacks in thick corduroy either sweeps 

the floor or is gathered at the ankle with 
cuffs.  An ‘apron-meet-dress-meet-vest’ 

combo had loose, sliced panels that curved 
gracefully at the back while felted wool 

jackets grew dynamically cut lapels. Furs 
were neatly bonded; paillettes lit a dark 

palette with impromptu spark.
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TORY BURCH

Bold colour, printed dresses, and summer 
sandals; it’s a collection meant to refresh 
your summer wardrobe. Inspired by the 
quiet strength of poet, writer and artist Etel 
Adnan, Tory Burch worked on the palette 
inspired by the artist’s beautiful sense of 
colour and contrast, as well as her travels 
and multicultural spirit. “We played with 
pattern, proportion and fabric — 
embroidered sequins, colour-blocked 
Chantilly lace — and kept the mood and 
silhouettes relaxed. Adnan is known for her 
arresting landscapes, and we layered in 
gentle colourscapes in lace dresses, silk 
bombers and pleated skirts,” the designer 
says. The accessories pick up on some of the 
themes in the clothes, like palm prints in 
appliqué leather and suede. There’s a camera 
bag — Etel always carried one during her 
many years as a newspaper editor — that is 
one of Tory’s favourites. There is a lot of 
detail: laser-cut leather pieced together in 
patterns on wood-block platforms, graphic 
jewellery; oversized sunglasses.
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BOTTEGA VENETA

Tomas Maier alternates diagonal lines 
with geometric prints, creating a delicate 

mosaic pattern in the wide dresses in 
crêpe silk rich detail and leather bags. 

The palette of autumn colours, rich and 
warm, from ruby red to anthracite black, 

exudes a discreet and calm style. Small 
and refined floral patterns with delicately 

bright colours are set against a neutral 
background while a cascade of petals 

tinged ample dresses, handbags and 
shoes. Shearling is emphasised by strong 

colours of sumptuous blue, red and 
bright orange. Softer materials are 

combined with sophisticated design, 
individual and contemporary, while the 
designer’s signature tailoring comes to 

life through impeccable cuts and pleated 
details, which combines the feminine and 
the masculine. The texture of fine mohair 
opposes the delicate freshness of silk in a 

rich range of burgundy, sage green and 
various shades of blue, for a smooth 
transition from summer to autumn.
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VICTORIA BECKHAM

“She’s growing up with me,” says Victoria 
Beckham, referring to her second line 
Victoria. This season is a story on texture 
and gorgeous jewel-tone colours.
A lush, dense knit, fitted slip dress and a 
peplum tunic and trumpet skirt make a chic 
alternative to the suit. The jewel tones are 
versatile for both day and night, on a pair of 
v-neck gowns in plisse silk georgette and in 
an amethyst slip dress layered over a fine 
gauge-ribbed knit turtleneck in a fiery 
orange. The strong selection of separates is 
anchored by some trusty coats for the 
temperamental transitional weather.
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Summer beckons and wherever your travel takes 
you, we’ve got the low-down on the key pieces that 
will take you from the glamorous Ligurian seaside 
to the vibrant nightlife of New York city.

The Season’s Travel Wardrobe
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1 	Foldable tote, Kenzo.  2 	Marchon sunglasses, Marni, QR2,590. 3 	Leather crossbody, 
Miu Miu. 4 	Pleated kaftan, orange and white, Nazanin Rose Matin. 5 	Classic striped 

edge flip flop, Tory Burch. 6 	Sidney espadrille, Tory Burch.
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1 	Sunglasses, Calvin Klein, QR1,250. 2 	Knee-high boots, Dsquared2. 3 	Printed tote, 
Salvatore Ferragamo. 4 	Silk scarf, Salvatore Ferragamo. 5 	Bodycon dress, Halston 

Heritage, QR1,725. 6 	Fishbone bracelet, Kamushki. 7 	Bejewelled crossbody, Miu Miu.
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1 	Iris off the shoulder dress, Beulah. 2 	Wyatt biker jacket, AllSaints, QR1,950. 
3 	Ziane sneakers, Lacoste, QR460. 4 	Printed culottes, M Missoni. 5 	Felt hats, 

Paule Ka. 6 	Semicircle hobo, Tory Burch. 7 	Sandals, Kenzo.
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INTO
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1 	Embellished shantung jacket, Biyan Kimbra, QR6,100. 2 	Soft clutch tote, Paule Ka.
3 	Watch, Salvatore Ferragamo. 4 	Strappy sandals, Dsquared2. 5 	Plunge neckline dress, 

Halston Heritage, QR1725. 6 	Printed scarf, Kenzo. 7 	Ankle boots, Paule Ka.
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WHAT’S 
NEW

IN
PARIS?

Front De Mode
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Cinabre
French-Swedish designer Alexandre Chapellier 
chose the creative Canal Saint-Martin 
neighbourhood for the first-ever boutique for his 
luxury men’s accessories label, Cinabre. Founded in 
2011, the brand aims to supply the discerning urban 
dandy with items ranging from bow ties, neckties 
and boutonnières, to scarves, gloves, belts, small 
leather goods and hats. The quirky interior, designed 
in collaboration with Paris-based architect Anna 
Englesson, features polished concrete flooring, 
whitewashed walls, retro lighting and vintage 
furnishings. Made-to-order items are crafted in an 
on-site, separate workshop. 

Front De Mode 
Paris-based fashion designer Sakina M’sa has 
opened a concept store in the Marais, stocking her 
own creations alongside those of 50 fellow designers 
chosen for their commitment to sustainability 
including Christine Phung, and Léa Peckre. Besides 
ready-to-wear, the 2,150sq-ft space carries a 
selection of accessories, shoes, eyewear, beauty, 
leather goods and stationery over two floors. There 
is also a cafe, library and gallery space for exhibits or 
DIY workshops.

Galet
The up-and-coming French loafers brand, has 
opened a new flagship in Saint-Germain-de-Près. 
They worked with artists Henry Krokatsis and 
Klemens Torggler on the new space. Krokatsis–
known for mixing innovative materials – designed 
a wooden patchwork floor, while Torggler crafted 
one of his famous kinetic doors that resembles 

Fashion’s favourite 
city is abuzz with new 
openings. GLAM 
scopes out the must-
know lists on where to 
shop on your European 
travels this summer.

BY DEBRINA ALIYAH

Galet
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a geometric sculpture and swings open to Le Salon 
Rouge, a hidden alcove at the back of the store where 
customers can shop for limited-edition collections. 

After nine years on rue de Sévigné in the Marais, 
leather goods and accessories designer Isaac Reina has 
moved his sleek and luxurious collections into a new 
location, next to Musée Picasso. The plain white space, 
which used to be an art gallery, is well suited to Reina’s 
minimalist architectural creations, which are displayed 
on raw plywood cubes and shelves. This new location 
offers the brand more space and greater visibility than 
before, with its 777sq-ft and large corner windows. The 
boutique carries Reina’s line of handbags, travel bags 
and small leather goods made from vegetable-tanned 
leather in warm, natural shades. 

L’Appartement Sézane
This apartment-style concept store from Paris-based 
women’s fashion label Sézane is a physical extension 
of the online brand itself, a place where customers can 
see, touch and try on new collections, stay for a drink 
and then place an order, which will be delivered free 
of charge in Paris and nearby suburbs within 48 hours. 
The boutique, which also offers a range of home and 
lifestyle pieces, has an at-home feel with decor blending 
mid-century and Hollywood Regency influences. 

MKT Studio, a 
new arrival on the 

thriving French 
contemporary 

scene, has opened 
its first store on 
rue Bonaparte, 

showcasing the label’s 
brand of Parisian 
rock-chick cool.

Boutique CINABRE
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Contemporary menswear brand Maison Standards, 

known for its focus on classics such as sweatshirts, 
cotton shirts and quality plain tailoring, has opened its 
first bricks-and-mortar store in the Haut Marais, which 
operates more as a workshop. It’s only open during the 
afternoons, and actual in-store sales are exclusively 
processed through Maison Standard’s website, with no 
cashier in-store. The idea is that customers can touch 
and try on the clothes, learn about how they are made, 
and then order them to be delivered to their home.

MKT Studio, a new arrival on the thriving French 
contemporary scene, has opened its first store on rue 
Bonaparte, showcasing the label’s brand of Parisian 
rock-chick cool. The boutique features an inspiration 
wall with images of style icons including Patti Smith, 
Marianne Faithfull and Jane Birkin, including a 
collaboration with Universal Music on limited-edition 
T-shirts paying homage to The Ramones, Pink Floyd 
and David Bowie. 

Pas de Calais, the Japanese brand named after 
and inspired by the region in the north of France, 
has opened an 800sq-ft flagship on rue de Poitou, 
in the heart of the Marais. The boutique, which 
replaces former multi-brand store Shine, matches 
the brand’s organic, artisanal feel, featuring textured 
walls, rustic wooden furniture and hand-laid wooden 
floors resembling an arty jigsaw puzzle. Yukari Suda, 
the brand’s founder and designer, was inspired by 
Calais’ moody weather for her latest collection, which 
translated into shades of grey, white and creamy tones, 
used across cashmere and silk dresses and coats. 

Pas de Calais, the 
Japanese brand 
named after and 
inspired by the 

region in the north 
of France, has 

opened an 800sq-ft 
flagship on rue de 
Poitou, in the heart 

of the Marais.

Pas de Calais
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Making its appearance earlier this year at the definitive fashion 
industry platform, Fashion Forward Dubai - was Belquis, the 
Middle Eastern luxury handbag brand.  Founded in 2014, the 
brand boasts a strong Italian aesthetic, but its roots remain firmly 
in the region with its Jordanian founder and creative director, 
Reem Salman. Currently a resident of Doha, Reem prides herself 
on the ethos of the brand. Representing practicality, exclusivity 
and style, Belquis believes that women and handbags literally 
go hand-in-hand, because a handbag is much more than just a 
fashion statement, it also holds our entire lives inside it. 

It was while on holiday in Italy in the summer of 2012, that 
the seed for Belquis was planted. One of Reem’s favourite 
pastimes while visiting Tuscany is to frequent the local leather 
workshops in the region. “I always loved leather goods and I 
liked the craftsmanship behind it, specifically the Italian ones, 
so I’d always go to these shops where they do the handmade 
stuff. I found a certain magic in the leather - like you feel that 
the piece speaks,” says Reem. She came across a handbag that 
she adored, but it wasn’t available in the colour she’d hoped 
for. A craftsman offered to create a handbag according to her 
exact specifications. In the final product she found the perfect 
quality, craftsmanship and style and she began to think about 
the possibility of designing her own creations. “Women love 
bags and we always wish that the bag was a little bit bigger, was 
a little bit smaller, or it had pockets,” she says, when describing 
the inspiration for Belquis. She wanted to create designs that 
would not only meet her own expectations, but those of women 
the world over.

Two months after her vacation, Reem was back in Italy to 
meet with a supplier and discuss how she could turn her dream 
into a reality. As a corporate lawyer, she is well aware of the 
need to plan and she applied her business sense by researching 
the market, the processes and manufacturing systems, before 

devising a business plan for the project. Belquis was born in 2014. 
Named after the ancient queen of Sheba, Belquis represents 

the modern woman who searches for classic, contemporary and 
exquisitely tailored pieces. The Belquis woman is one who is 
sophisticated and confident, and who dares to stand out from 
the crowd and follow her own path. “When we chose the name 
we thought, everything about the brand is Italian, the bags are 
handmade in Italy, the leather is the traditional Italian leather, 
and the inspiration is all Italian. We didn’t want it to be an Italian 
brand, we wanted it to be related to our region, so we looked for 
an Arabic name to reflect the roots. We wanted a name that’s 
royal because we knew that the concept of the brand is quality, so 
we looked at the royal kind of names, the Arabian ones. Belquis 
was our choice.”

Belquis’ creations feature Vachetta leather- on its own or mixed 
with other materials such as calfskin or python. The bags are 
hand-painted, finished with gold- or silver-plated hardware and 
lined in either suede or nappa leather. Belquis promises its clients 
exclusivity as only a limited number of each model is produced. 

As creative director, Reem is intricately involved in each design 
from start to finish. She creates a basic design which her artisans 
develop into a prototype. One concept design could go through 
several prototypes until it meets Reem’s high expectations. “The 
shape is clear, we see the details and once that is approved we 
make it with actual leather. When it’s final we consider that 
to be part of our coming collection and we choose the leather, 
accessories and so on.”

An exciting highlight of the brand is its Spring Summer 2016 
line, a fashionably functional and effortlessly luxe collection that 
exudes sophistication and timeless glamour. As a lover of travel, 
Reem is fascinated by the places she visits, and this season, the 
brand takes its inspiration from the stunning colour palettes and 
hues of Sardinia’s white sandy beaches and azure blue waters.

The brainchild of Reem Salman, Belquis is known for its impeccable 
high-quality leather, structured designs and flawless attention to 

detail. Reem spoke to Glam about the birth of her brand.

IT’S ALL
ABOUT THE BAG

BY SHELLEY KNIPE



GABRIELLA 
Named after Reem’s daughter, the 

Gabriella is practical and beautiful. 
Crafted from a combination of 

vegetable-tanned Vachetta leather and 
python-print calf leather, it also comes 
with a suede lining and a fine gold- or 

silver-plated chain shoulder strap. 

 SIENNA PYTHON MINI
This leather flap mini bag is hand painted and 
shaded for an exquisitely nuanced colour. Its 

interior is cleverly designed to make the 
most of its compact space and it contains a 

flat pocket and a separate zipped pocket. The 
adjustable leather strap is removable, so the 

bag can be worn on the shoulder, as a 
cross-body or can be carried in the hand.

PERLA 
PYTHON BACKPACK
A hit at FFW Dubai, this backpack 
takes the casual look into an 
elegant and sophisticated one. 
Made from python leather and 
lined with nappa leather, it comes 
with one strap which allows you to 
wear it as a backpack or a tote, and 
is available in three colours, some 
of which are hand painted, to give 
a unique and exclusive look.

Feast your eyes on more creations in the Spring Summer 2016 
Lookbook at the Belquis online boutique. Visit Belquis.com for more.

ANGELINA CROSS-BODY
The favourite from last season is reinvented for 

SS16 in springtime colours of sapphire blue, rose 
pink and sangria red. With its removable 

shoulder and hand straps, this cross-body allows 
for a switch between daytime casual and a classy 

evening look. Handmade in calf leather, with a 
choice of crocodile or python print, the Angelina 
comes in five vibrant colours and boasts a roomy 

suede-lined interior with two compartments, 
four credit card slots and a pen holder. 

AIDA
The Aida tote is Reem’s personal 

‘every day’ handbag. Its structured 
shape easily fits all your day-to-day 

essentials and comes with a 
detachable pouch for make-up and 

travel documents. Big enough to hold 
a laptop, tablet or essential work 

documents, the Aida comes in four 
colours, with a durable leather lining.

HERE ARE SOME OF 
OUR FAVOURITES
THIS SEASON
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Designers no longer make the rules in fashion- fashion bloggers, 
fashionistas and even street styles play a great role in inspiring us 
with their quirky take on fashion. Mix-and-match graphic prints, 
playing with different proportions, layered scarves, sweaters 
and coats, colour-blocking outfits and even playing with fabric 
textures, are just a few of the endless ways in which people 
express themselves through fashion. We are always capturing 
moments from runways, photoshoots and street styles that will 
truly be remembered in fashion. From the streets of Paris, New 
York and London, we shift the lens to our very own hometown – 
Doha, where eastern and western cultures blend bringing in the 
world of diversity to our doorstep. 

Meet the new faces of GLAM’s Style Spy, sisters Kim and 
Bianca Castro, who have established themselves as fashion 
bloggers in Doha. They will be on the look out for eye-catching, 
stylish and unique fashionistas in the region. This is their story 
about how they started as bloggers, their inspiration, and what  
Style Spy is all about. 

How did you start your fashion blog? What inspired you?
Kim: I actually started fashion blogging in 2010 on Tumblr 
where I used to write about runway shows, what celebrities wore 
on the red carpet, beauty and tech products that I loved, books 
and music I was into, and some style tips - I thought of it like an 

online teen magazine. It was in 2012 when I decided to build a 
platform that has a more personal voice, and so Le Paper Doll 
was created. A few months later, Bianca also established her own 
blog, LILMISSBIANCA.

We created our blogs as a pet project along with our studies 
(we both majored in Information Technology). Our love for 
playing dress-up is definitely one of the factors that propelled 
us into fashion blogging, but a bigger reason is a special calling 
for a creative outlet, that would allow us to distill our interest in 
writing, web design and now, even photography.

How would you describe your personal style?
Kim: ‘Clean with bold accents’ is my style. I always want to keep 
my looks silhouette slick but incorporate eye-catching details, 
for example, a graphic purse, a pop of shocking colour or a pair 
of holographic heels. If given a chance to raid a closet, I would 
choose Sarah Jessica Parker’s or Victoria Beckham’s.
Bianca: In three words, I’ll describe my style as youthful, relaxed, 
and playful.

Which fashion bloggers do you admire the most and why? 
Leandra Medine of Man Repeller as she is able to create a 
different world where fashion and intellect (and a bit of humour) 
coexist. Shini Park of Park&Cube has showcased all her strong 

GLAM INTRODUCES STYLE SPY; FASHION BLOGGERS 
WHO WILL GIVE US A UNIQUE INSIGHT ON WHAT’S 

HAPPENING WITH DOHA’S FASHION TRIBE.

FOCUS ON
STREET
STYLE

BY RADHEYA VISPERAS
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The blogger sister duo behind 
Le Paper Doll, Kim (standing) 
and Bianca Castro, will take 
on the role of Style Spy for 
Glam from the next issue.
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suits in her digital platform. She codes her own web design, takes 
striking photographs of people and places alike, and she has a good 
sense of humour. We also follow Olivia Lopez of Lust for Life and 
Margaret Zhang of Shine by Three on the regular because it’s hard not 
to see the hard work that they put into their blogs, with their visually- 
engaging sartorial photos and eloquent essays. 

What is it like being a blogger in Qatar?
Blogging in Qatar has many positive attributes but one of the biggest 
pros is that we’ve built great friendships in the small community of 
bloggers in the city. As one of our influencer friends says, unlike the 
vying blogging industry in other countries, here we are like a family. 
We have witnessed each other grow by empowering and supporting 
each other in our endeavours.

How do you see fashion evolving in Qatar?
In the years to come, we see Doha offering more local designers as 
the country supports emerging designers and industry trail blazers; 
and Doha dwellers will be able to express themselves more through 
fashion, as more brands and options will continue to enter the 
country.

What advice would you give to aspiring fashion bloggers and 
followers in the region? 
Speaking through our years of experience, what we could say is don’t 
start a blog for fame, free lunch and a fabulous lifestyle because 
blogging is real hardwork; imagine a real job of a photographer, 
stylist, writer and webmaster, all rolled into one. Do it because you 
want to share something to the world - be it your knowledge, skill or 
just pure passion.

What would you like our readers to know about Glam Style Spy, 
what’s exciting about it and what should they look out for? 
In Style Spy, we want to capture as much diversity as possible, 
letting the readers experience energies of individual styles. We will 
be focusing on outfits that create an impact and spark inspiration, 
seasonal trends and wardrobe staples worn with a unique twist; and 
looks that we think will be visually engaging for the readers.

“We will be focusing on outfits 
that create an impact and spark 
inspiration; seasonal trends and 
wardrobe staples worn with a unique 
twist; and looks that we think will be 
visually engaging for the readers”.
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BY RADHEYA VISPERAS

NERVOUS
ENERGY

GLAM Talent of the Year 2015, Malia Bennett 
Henry, debuts her Spring Summer 2016 

collection exclusively for Salam Stores. She 
talks about her inspiration from her travels, 

her creative design process and the future of 
fashion in the Middle East.

Photography: Robert Altamirano
Designer: Malia Bennett Henry

Fashion Styling: Radheya Visperas & Malia Bennett Henry
Concept: Radheya Visperas

Makeup & Hairstyling: Eric F. Pascual And Rosalyn Cabrera From Franck Provost
Models: Giulia & Divine From Trinity Talent Qatar

Venue: Oxfitness Lab At The Gate Mall

Malia’ s first collection inspired many from the fashion 
fraternity. The editorial shoot that Glam carried within its 
pages last year, was impressive and garnered even more 
interest in her fashion ruminations. And then, there was a 
glaringly evident silence. Her answer to that obvious delay 
in getting her second collection out to the masses, “I was 
nervous. I wanted to make sure that my second collection 
would not bear any resemblance to my earlier collection. 
I wanted this one to be fresh; with no inspiration from the 
earlier one – to stand out. And I travelled and experimented 
a lot to arrive at this.”  She tells us the story of her creative 
process. 

What was your inspiration when you created your collection?
Japanese silhouettes, easy-to-wear, and wrap-around clothes 
inspired me. I wanted to make it really simple. Actually, my 
anxieties as well, have been my inspiration that triggered 
this collection. I travelled a lot so that’s where I got most of 
my ideas. 
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Tell us more about your theme, ‘Nervous 
Energ y’.
Basically, nervous energy is the emotion 
that you get from the build-up of 
thoughts when you start worrying. For 
me, when I get really anxious or blank 
out, I get very fidgety and I find myself 
playing with my hands or something I 
get a hold of. In this collection, I wanted 
the wearer to be able to manipulate their 
clothing, in a way to give them some 
kind of power. A lot of my clothes are 
sash pieces, and a few have zippers that 
you can undo. It’s in the simple side of 
manipulation.

What was your design process like from start 
to finish?
It was very intense because I had a lot 
of expectations of myself. I didn’t want 
to let anybody down. My design process 
started during the summer, so I was taking 
pictures of textures and streets. I always 
wanted to make clothing with a message. 
Last time was depression and now its 
anxiety. 

How did you choose your colour scheme and 
fabric story?
I spent a lot of time looking around the 
fabric souqs to find the perfect fabrics 

that were within my budget. I would 
also go back to Sandra Wilkins to get 
feedback from her and sometimes she 
would say “No! This is horrible. Go again 
or order online!” So I went to Abu Dhabi 
and explored the souqs there. Initially, I 
wanted to use cool tones, and a lot more 
colour. I started rendering and realised I 
didn’t enjoy it in those colours. I thought 
it looks so much nicer to have all these 
pieces in white. When I create clothes, 
the end product usually becomes a basic, 
simple piece that the wearer can match 
with their other clothes in their wardrobe 
and feel comfortable. 
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In one word, how would you describe the 
whole process?
Complicated.

What kind of woman were you envisioning 
in creating this collection? 
I was thinking more of an ‘every woman’, 
every person. I also made the clothes so 
that it fits multiple sizes. My clothes are 
for every body type. You can play around 
it and style it. It’s a blank canvas. 

What are you currently working on?
I am working on a capsule collection 
for myself because I’m travelling this 

summer. If people like it, I am thinking 
of expanding the summer collection.  

What piece of advice would you like to give 
to aspiring fashion designers?

T
ime management. I’m still 
struggling with it but it 
is so essential to being a 
good fashion designer. Be 
confident in yourself. It is 
really tough in the creative 

world to be unique and stand out. Be 
yourself. Use yourself as your own muse. 
Work to understand yourself more so 
you can make your designs better. 



What do you think is the future of fashion 
in Qatar and in the Middle East?
I think it’s growing. Those who are 
buying high-end designer clothes are 
mostly from the Middle East or from 
China. I think it has a potential in Doha, 
I think it needs to harbour the young 
fashion designers coming out from 
VCUQatar that are emerging designers, 
and give them the chance to grow. With 
Salam and the Glam awards, I think it’s 
really helpful but I think doing more 

trunk shows and fashion weeks to expose 
young emerging fashion designers into 
the fashion world. Because the Middle 
East is such an emerging fashion, we can 
take it slower on the fashion market. We 
can take that advantage. I think, we can 
completely make up the rules in fashion, 
and we don’t have to follow the West. 
It’s up to the Middle East to come up 
with its own rules and guidelines. I think 
they should focus more on local craft. If 
you’re going to be in the Middle East, or 

you are Middle Eastern, build yourself 
and your own style. Figure out what suits 
you, and the market. 

What’s next for Malia Bennett Henry?
I am hoping to do a couple of 
collaborations. I’m making a summer 
capsule collection which, if people like it 
I am thinking of expanding. There’s an 
embroidery school in Paris that I want to 
go to. I have a lot of things in mind, and 
hopefully it will all fall into place.

“Time management 
is essential to being 

a good designer.
Be confident.Work 

to understand 
yourself more so 

you can make your 
designs better. ”
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Zaid Farouki’s  work is an artistic expression that focuses on the 
idea of beauty and visual aesthetics.  Creating form and structure 
in inventive ways that consist of an interdisciplinary research, 
Zaid produces fashion, where the pieces serve as more than just 
clothing and are, justifiably, walking forms of art. After a degree 
in fashion, Zaid continued his study in studio art which included 
painting, sculpting and multimedia. Interweaving both art and 
fashion, Zaid believes that the way people will consume art now 
and in the future is for art to be portable for a wider reach. His 
work includes pieces which are hand-made, hand-painted, and 
abide by couture techniques, embroidery and finishing. His 

creations are not limited to just being painted but also include 
wearable sculptures and light installations. “To achieve my vision, 
I have created a fabric entirely made out of paint. Moreover, I am 
currently working on the 3D printing of crowns with materials 
from 3D to sterling silver. The concept is a play on my middle 
name ‘Taji’ which literally means ‘my crown’ in Arabic,” says the 
designer. Challenging conventional methods and connecting 
the body, design and fabric with a soulful spirit, Zaid permeates 
fashion, art and technology into one interactive experience. 
The designer spoke to Glam about breaking the mould, his new 
collection and how he uses fashion as a tool to sculpt art.

A piece of clothing is UAE- based designer Zaid Farouki’s 
canvas, with a simple concept of engaging in an artistic 

dialogue with wearable art.

WALKING
ART

BY AARTHI MOHAN
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What is the relationship between your paintings and your wearable 
pieces? Is there a different dynamic to the process and inspirations 
behind the two forms?
In the process of finding a theme or an inspiration I create 
traditional paintings and sculptures to express my thoughts. These 
paintings and sculptures assist me in paving the way to design, 
paint, and sculpt my wearable art creations. 

Do the different media you work with provoke different forms of 
expression?
Everything from wearable canvases  to the technique of creating 
fabric out of paint, 3D printed crowns, and wearable sculptures 
gives the wearer an edge, no longer is the painting the centre of 
interpretation but the wearer becomes a person of mystery, urging 
the viewer to know more about the wearer. 

What kind of materials do you like to use? And what paints do you use 
on fabrics?
I use different types of paints on my clothing to achieve the look 
and texture that I envision for each creation. 
I love to constantly search for new materials 
to create with. For me that’s how I get 
inspired and I always call any mistakes that 
rise from them inspirational mistakes.

You describe your work as ‘wearable art’ - how 
would you distinguish between this and a more 
traditional interpretation of fashion?
Collectors are always informed that these 
pieces are not to be placed in their closets 
but rather on a mannequin in their homes, 
as it is part of their art collections. Once 
needed, these creations are removed from 
their display cases and worn.

You use quite unusual materials in your collection, how do you go about 
sourcing materials?  Do you have a favourite fabric?
In my atelier I have managed to create a fabric completely made 
out of paint. Furthermore, I have used plastic, 3D printed resin, 
metal, to name a few.  All fabrics that I source are pure fabrics 
such as 100% silk, 100% cotton, as well as genuine leathers. My 
favourite fabric to use for draping is Silk Duchess.

Which designers have had the biggest influence on you? And for what 
qualities?
From the femininity of Elie Saab, Oscar de la Renta, artistry of 
Hussein Chalayan and Iris van Herpen, to Alexander McQueen 

and Jean Paul Gaultier’s theatrical pieces and Chanel’s relativity to 
every generation, I am inspired by multiple designers.

Your pieces have an artistic foundation which allows them to mediate 
between beautiful and edg y. Could you speak about your new collection 
and from where you got your inspiration for it?
With my new theme ‘Dripping Amends’, I have imagined a woman 
of contemporary values walking through the hallways of a 16th 
century chateau. She explores the estate throughout the night, 
with nothing other than candles lighting her path and wax dripping 
onto her clothes. She emerges as a different woman. 

Are your designs usually custom made, or do you have seasonal 
collections? Do you have a specific person in mind when you design?
I have decided that we will not abide by the fashion system of 
showing months before the collection is ready in the atelier, or 
even the necessity to have a six-month interval between each 
collection. My line will have pieces that will go with the season it 
will be presented in. As an artist who uses fashion as his medium 

the emergence of a new theme for my 
creations will appear once I feel that I have 
presented everything that I have, and a new 
distinct theme and circumstance have taken 
over my conscience and translates to what 
I envision every minute of every hour of 
every day. 

You design one-of-a-kind pieces of art. How 
will you respond to this fast-paced, mass-
production industry? 
I believe as consumers, we have started 
this shift that is catching on, of purchasing 
investment pieces rather than fast-fashion. 
It has an effect not only on fashion but the 

environment and ethics, and many people have started to look into 
investing into pieces, whether it is vintage or new exclusive pieces.

What is the design motto you follow? What can we look forward to in 
the future?
Inspired by Claude Monet’s fascination with water lilies and his 
perseverance of painting over 250 oil paintings until his death, I 
knew I had to follow his art of obsession. I imagine my creations 
with every breath and living moment. I envision my woman in her 
surroundings. Then my eyes encounter a beautiful subject across a 
pond, allowing me to forget the past and move forward wandering 
and studying her art of seduction, its features, and its ever-growing 
beauty, and therefore a new muse and theme arises.

Q&A

“I use different types 
of paints on my 

clothing to achieve 
the look and texture 
that I envision for 

each creation.”
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Turkey takes fashion on a path of peace, with Qatar as its first stop.

COUTURE WITH
A CONSCIENCE

BY SHELLEY KNIPE
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is taking up its rightful position on the global fashion map 
through ‘Reflect Your Light with Kutnu’, an exclusive 
collection by the renowned Turkish fashion designer, 
Rabia Yalçin. More than just the latest in what-to-wear, 
this collection comes with a conscience: it uses the 
modern aesthetic of fashion as a tool for communication 
and its message is one of peaceful co-existence. The 
collection began its tour in Doha at the end of May and 
will visit several countries to emphasise the importance 
of living harmoniously, in unity, with tolerance and global 
understanding.

Yalçin is hardly a novice when it comes to connecting 
fashion to a greater humanitarian cause. “Personally, I find it 
unfair to enjoy the fame and popularity without giving back 
to the community. I think as artists it’s our responsibility to 
raise awareness and help people who are suffering, in every 
way we can,” she says. The designer has previously donated 
the income from her work to aid children in Gaza and has 
contributed to fundraising for Darfur. At New York Fashion 
Week in 2008, she was awarded ‘Most Innovative Designer’, 
for a collection created with fabric made from recycled 
plastic bottles. Since 2009, she has been on the list of the 
Top 500 Most Influential Muslims in the World.

For her latest initiative, Yalçin found inspiration in Kutnu, 
the silk and cotton blend fabric that has been synonymous 
with Gaziantep, Turkey, since the 16th century. She was 
moved by the fabric’s symbolic significance and association 
with The Silk Road. “As (the) Silk Road once brought 
different cultures together in unity, we want to tell the story 
of Kutnu and remind the world of peaceful co-existence. My 
idea for this collection was to keep the history alive and let it 
live in the present,” she says. Gleaming and vibrant, Kutnu 
holds a place of cultural pride for Turks and is associated 
with nobility and power. After all, it was the cloth used to 
create the kaftans of Ottoman sultans. “I have been working 
with Kutnu fabric for a long time,” says Rabia, whose 
collection sketches a bold and powerful, yet ultimately 
feminine woman.

Building on the richness and colourful qualities of the 
Kutnu fabric, the 45-piece collection features a varied colour 
palette: bold monochromatic black and white, or beige 
paired with pink make for smart officewear. Ivory, russet, 
navy blue, different shades of green, and magenta are seen 
in the day and eveningwear pieces. Three-quarter sleeves 
on collarless jackets and knee-length coats open to reveal 
pleated, tapered trousers or dresses and skirts that end at 

mid-calf. For eveningwear, gowns gracefully drape the 
body and delicate chiffon overlays on skirts create an 
interesting visual contrast. Hand-embroidered details are 
intricate and elaborate, lending a regal air to the garments. 
The striped Kutnu inspiration is visible throughout, but 
Yalçın cleverly conveys the message of adaptability and 
harmony by blending various fabrics into the looks. “I 
brought many different items together with Kutnu in the 
collection. I combined Kutnu with leather, chiffon, and 
velvet,” she says, and compares this to the ability of Kutnu 
to embrace different cultures. “Women who wear Kutnu 
will feel its power, uniqueness and timelessness,” she says.

Organised under the patronage of Dr Sare Davutoğlu, 
‘Reflect Your Light with Kutnu’, will continue its path 
of spreading peace and unity when travelling to other 
destinations, including Tokyo, Hong Kong, London and 
ultimately New York. 

TURKEY
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Glam speaks to Dana Al Fardan, about fashion and the 
arts and finds out how she stays connected to the art 
forms even while being surrounded by the lineage of 

high-end luxury business.

REFINED
VERSATILITY

BY KEERTANA KODURU

S
tudying gemology and political 
sciences didn’t stop Dana Al 
Fardan from mastering one more 
passion while falling in love with 
London’s art and culture scenario. 

Going by instinct and putting her talent 
of song writing to use, she woke up one 
fine day wanting to be a musician and sent 
out her songs to a bunch of producers to 
review, not expecting her spontaneous 
action to pan out in such a big way.  

After completing her Bachelors Degree 
in Political Science and International 
Relations in the US, she decided to 
continue her further studies and elected 
to study Gemology in London. “Studying 
in London was absolutely amazing, both 
from an academic point of view as well 
as personally, as I just really immersed 
myself in the arts, culture and music scene 
there. I spent a lot of time in Camden 
attending lots of different West End 
productions. Following that, I returned 

to Qatar and became very involved in 
the jewellery and gemology branch of 
the family business.” It was also during 
this time that she became incredibly 
passionate about music and her desire for 
creating music and encouraging artists 
from around the world fell into place.  

Launching her record label DNA records 
was a dream come true and was also a way 
to encourage aspiring artists around the 
world. Talking about success factors and 
her own journey into the music industry 
she says “I don’t know if there is a formula 
for success as every person’s story and 
journey is different. Yet what’s always 
important is to firstly be passionate about 
what you are doing; here in my case it is 
music. I am incredibly blessed that I have 
been involved in the industry in different 
ways – whether it is through songwriting, 
composing or working with other artists 
on DNA Records. All of these things have 
helped me to gain a greater understanding 

of the inner workings of the music 
industry. I have experienced many high 
points, such as with my latest album, 
Sandstorm , a classic cross over album 
featuring a number of collaborations with 
other artists including Maias Alyamani, 
an esteemed solo violinist. Another 
career milestone was when a track that I 
composed, This Is Your Life, was featured 
on international superstar DJ Robin 
Schulz’s sophomore album, Sugar.”

With a public life comes scrutiny and 
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criticism as well. “I have been fortunate 
enough to be able to surround myself with 
the right people who share similar values 
and are able to part their knowledge and 
experiences with me. And I think that it is 
important to always stay humble, to love 
what you do and I think that a little bit of 
luck never hurt either,” says Dana. 

In Qatar, where the art scene is rich and 
colourful but somewhat private, she says 
the best way to find local talent is mostly 
online. “I love to trawl through YouTube 

which is actually where I discovered 
Ryan O’Reilly – true story! One of the 
positives that social media platforms 
such as YouTube and My Space have is 
that they have really leveled the playing 
field and you never know what talents 
you might find on there. I’m always 
looking for unrefined and raw talent, 
and I also take recommendations from 
people I know and trust. The bottom 
line is that you just have to be open to it 
and see what happens. Also, one of the 

easiest ways is by supporting these local 
artists and musicians, is by attending 
their shows, downloading their tracks and 
generally spreading the word. There is an 
abundance of amazing local talent that we 
have right here in the heart of Doha. And 
by being engaged, you are contributing 
to the continued growth of this scene in 
Qatar”, stresses Dana. 

Today she plays various roles in her 
daily life which have contributed to shape 
the confidence and personality she is. 
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“As an artist I’m able to do something 
that I love - composing, writing songs. 
Meanwhile, as the CEO of DNA Records, 
I’m trying to create a long term and 
sustainable platform that will be able to 
support local, regional and international 
artists, and provide them with the right 
tools and industry knowledge to turn 
their dreams into reality. Yes, I am also a 
mother and my three year old daughter, 
Layla is a great inspiration and I also 
have a track named after her in my new 
album Sandstorm. Thankfully she loves 
my songs. I’m also very fortunate that as a 
wife, my husband is incredibly supportive 
of me, my career and all my musical 
aspirations.” 

DANA’S FASHION 101

What does fashion mean to you?
As an artist I think that fashion can speak 
to the different aspects of your personality, 
and I like to really have fun with fashion! 
If I am going through a different phase 
musically then this definitely has a way 
of creeping into my closet and affecting 

the way that I dress, and I have seen my 
fashion progress over the years just as my 
music has. 

What would your closet be like?
If someone decided to look inside my 
closet they might be surprised to see 
that it is very neat, tidy and organised. I 
don’t have a lot of time to figure out my 
wardrobe every day with playing different 
roles in life.

What are the go-to outfits you swear by?
I think that you can’t go wrong with a 
colourful maxi dress, sandals and a cute 
jacket to throw on top. However, at night 
I really go all out with a beautiful printed 
dress, maybe with a splash of colour, and 
sky high heels. Every day is very different 
for me and includes a whole bunch of 
activities such as recording in the studio, 
meeting with artists, songwriting and 
composing at home, relaxing at home with 
my daughter and family, etc., I like to wear 
outfits that are breezy and comfortable – 
allowing me to smoothly transition from 
day to night. 

Any specific labels that you love to wear?
My philosophy is that if it fits well, is 
comfortable and also makes me feel good, 
then I will wear it. In saying that though, 
I love to buy unique things while I’m 
travelling, especially while I’m in London. 
I love to wear things in Doha that no one 
else is wearing. I like to stand out and 
fashion is one of the many ways that you 
can do so.

What is your strength and inspiration?
I’m inspired by every single musical genre 
whether it is the classical music of Brahms 
and Beethoven, to the very modern and 
latest sounds of Avicii and Robin Schulz, 
with their electro and house sounds. Music 
is not defined by the national boundaries; 
it is a language that speaks to every culture 
and every nationality. My supportive and 
loving family has definitely instilled in me 
a belief that I can do this as I continue to 
embark on my musical journey.

Dana Al Fardan’s new album Sandstorm
is available for download on the iTunes store. 
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All about You
 My name is Eleisha Grace Bates. I am 
18 years old and from Britain. I moved 
to Qatar in 2012.  

Why did you want to become a model?
From a young age I have always felt 
insecure about my height. It took me a 
few years to overcome it. I wanted to 
show the world that I am proud to be 
the way I am and modelling is the 
perfect platform for it. 

What’s your personal style?
I like to be versatile when it comes to 
personal style. It depends on what I 
want to look like for that particular day. 
For comfort it has to be my favourite 
pair of sweatpants with a cute shirt. 

Who are your favourite models
and designers?
Gigi Hadid because she is very positive 
about her body and promotes 
embracing all body types, no matter 
how different they are. I also like Karlie 
Kloss because she is very tall like me. 
As for designers, it is either Elie Saab or 
Zac Posen. 

Do you have any advice for girls who 
aspire to become models?
My main advice would be don’t 
hesitate and don’t stop ! 

Tell us about your first modelling 
experience. 
My first fashion show was the VCU 
fashion show when I was about 15 or 
16. I was nervous before walking out 
on the catwalk but as soon as I walked 
out I had such euphoria and felt like I 
owned the runway. 

Where do you see yourself in future? 
What are your ambitions? 
I hope to finish my law degree while 
keeping up with my modelling career. If 
I could work for Zac Posen or Elie Saab 
or model for Balmain, that would be 
the ultimate dream.

MODEL
OF
THE 
MONTH

ELEISHA GRACE BATES
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OUR CURATED BOX FOR ALL YOUR BEAUTY SOLUTIONS. 

BOOTY
JULY/AUGUST 2016

BURSTING WITH JOY

Bursts of citrus mandarin and grapefruit with a fusion of pink 
pepper and green tea and a harmonious blend of rose, jasmine, 
orchids, patchouli and amber, Flowerbomb La Vie En Rose is a 
sparkling bouquet of delicate tones that leaves a full-bodied 

freshness on the skin. Elegant and feminine, it comes in a sleek 
pink bottle coated with a shimmering finish inspired by the 

delicate petals of a water lily.

BE FESTIVE READY! 

From pops of colour to shimmery smoky 
eyes, the six essentials from Bourjois will 

have you covered for any festive 
occasion. Start with the light and airy 

Air Mat. Then add some colour with the 
lip liner, Berry Much shade T05. You can 
match it with the intense Rouge Edition 
Velvet Grand Cru shade 08 for a matte 

finish. The Twist Up The Volume 
Ultra-Black Edition Mascara offers 

extreme volume without any effort, 
apply a couple of coats or pair it up with 

shades from the Welcome Black eye 
shadow palette no.10. Seal the look with 

the Little Round Pot Blush.

EXTRA BOLD DEFINITION 

Offering long lasting panaromic volume which fans out lashes 
for a dramatic and eye-opening effect, the new addition 
volume mascara from Make up Forever has a slim, double 

fibre brush and an intense black no-smudge formula which 
works in high-precision to load from root to tip in one stroke, 

ensuring no clumps. Make Up For Ever kicks off its 
#PROTAKEOVER Campaign with Wojooh, in collaboration with 

regional celebrity make-up artists in the GCC area. 
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SUN-KISSED GLOW 

Sunset Bronze by Elizabeth Arden takes inspiration from a breathtaking 
summer sunset. The new limited-edition colour collection features a 

prismatic bronzer and highlighter, multi-dimensional glosses and beautiful 
shades of eye shadow. Use the highlighter to sculpt cheeks and add a 

sheer, iridescent shine, then warm the face with bronzer, and finish the 
look with the rose gold shadow, with a hint of purple for an exotic touch.

GOLD IS THE NEW BLACK 

Inspired by the warmth of oriental notes 
and the golden charms of the East, the 

new fragrance from Giorgio Beverly Hills 
speaks glamour. The Gold edition is 

created as an ode to the woman who 
rules the world. The fragrance opens with 

golden quince mixed with juicy black 
plums with hints of gentle white jasmine 

petals.  Scent of Bulgarian rose is 
enhanced by cedar and oud. The base 
has the warmth and softness of amber, 

vanilla beans and cashmere which 
exudes luxury.

PRECISION DEFINED 

It’s soft tapered felt tip, high dose of colour, creamy texture, 
precision and long-lasting accuracy achieving thin, fine lines or 

bold flicks. Rimmel’s Colour Precise Eyeliner is the ultimate tool for 
defining eyes and is easy to apply in one single stroke.

WELCOME TO NEW ORLEANS
 

OPI celebrates the spirit of New Orleans with a collection that reflects 
the sights and sounds, of the colourful city. With spirited shades of 

savoury spice, soulful blues, vibrant flora and graceful architecture, be 
sure to put it these on your shopping list.
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BUZZ
SCENT OF ITALY

NET-A-PORTER 
LAUNCHES JO MALONE

JULY/AUGUST 2016

Bottega Veneta introduces Parco 
Palladiano, a new collection of 
fragrances for women and men. 
Inspired by the Palladian gardens of 
the Veneto region of Italy, this 
fragrance was conceived by creative 
director Tomas Maier. The six 
fragrances are a collaboration with 
three perfumers namely Michel 
Almairac, Daniela Andrier, Alexis 
Dadier. Each scent captures 
different moments and experiences 
and expresses the maison’s four 
cornerstones: fine quality materials, 
artisanal craftsmanship, 
contemporary functionality and 
timeless yet innovative design.

NET-A-PORTER announces an 
exclusive retail partnership with 
Jo Loves, created by Jo Malone, 
launched globally on June 20, 
2016. The debut collection of 

fifteen products includes 
fragrance, bath and body, 

scented candles and gift sets in 
signature scents of Pomelo, 

White Rose and Lemon leaves, 
Green Orange and Coriander and 

Red Truffle 21. 
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THE MAKEOVER STUDIO

CAPSULE COLLECTION
BY TOMMY HILFIGER

Tommy Hilfiger’s limited-edition capsule 
collection for women sees floor-sweeping 

gowns, delicate blouses and flowing skirts. This 
eleven piece collection comes in jewelled colour 
tones of emerald green, satiny black and creamy 
whites. it also includes four full-length dresses, 
two skirts, three blouses and two bolero jackets 

which complement all body shapes. 

One of the most popular reality apps for 
virtually testing new make-up looks now 

supports the Kardashian beauty products. 
Starting with the new Fierce  Collection, users 
can snap a selfie and then test each element 
of the line from lip glosses to eye shadows, 

and also apply a full custom Kardashian filter. 
Among the just-released products YouCam 

users can virtually try on the Lip Slayer 
lipstick, No Apologies foundation and Kontour 

Kase for contouring.

INTENSE PROTECTION

This swiftly absorbed gel 
formulation from Aesop delivers 
intense anti-oxidant protection 

and light hydration to the skin. Rich 
in Vitamins B and C, the robust 

texture and embracing matte finish 
makes this the ideal treatment for 

urban dwellers and those who 
reside in humid climates.

The Sandy Nudes collection from Bobbi 
Brown evokes the warm hues, shades 
and textures of beaches around the 
world. You can start with the extra 

illuminating moisture balm then create 
a range of nude eye looks with the 

shimmering sand eye palette, packed 
with twelve warm matte-to-metallic 

shadows, and pair it with the face and 
body bronzing duo. Finish the look with 

lip colour in pink gold and lip gloss in 
almost nude.

GET READY FOR SUMMER
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TALK
GLAM / SHOP

REFLECTING GLAMOUR
The Ramadan 2016 collection from Charles and Keith takes 

visual inspiration from practices of the annual observance by 
exploring sunset as an aesthetic theme. It seeks to pursue the 

relevance in the visual language of sundown by paying 
attention to the contrast of black and gold - photographing 
the products only in the light of the golden hour. Aside from 

the black and gold colour theme, the selection also sees a 
common accent that relates to the idea of reflection. One 
can expect a rework of basic favourites with embellished 

details alongside a luxurious sheen.



HERITAGE AND STYLE
The capsule collection from Dune boasts a 

premium mix of satin and suede which makes 
the Satin Story. With knot detailing, brooch 
embellishments and matching accessories, 

the collection comes in jewel tones including 
red, navy, and two tone lurex. The Jewel Story 

sees embellishments including baguette 
stones on the heel, in a slipper cut. 

Complementing footwear collection are 
matching clutches. The range introduces a 

new chain and pull-through option for 
different shoulder lengths updating any 

outfit, with the Eddison and Deeson DI bags. 
The collection will be available at Dune 

London stores in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
Kuwait and Bahrain.

PHILIPP PLEIN 
AW 2016 COLLECTION 

Philipp Plein once again collaborates with Steven Klein for 
another blockbuster project. Starring Chris Brown, Carmen 
Dell O’refice, Soo Joo Park and Crystal Renn, from a suave 
suit-wearing hero to levitating heroines in lace gowns and 
crystal catsuits, it features diverse characters. Inspired by 
vintage American comic books and the Dark Knight and 

Avengers sagas, this season’s campaign presents a vision of 
the modern superhero and, at the same time, acts as a 

symbolic rallying cry for self-empowerment.
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COLLECTIONS TO CHARM
They are colourful, confident and classy, 

create a statement and celebrate style with 
the latest collection from Charming Charlie.

FOR THE MODERN YOU
Inspired by the modern woman, the Spring/Summer 

2016 collection from Naturalizer incorporates 
contemporary trends, fine detailing and comfort. Rooted 

in quality, innovation and feminine styles, the line 
focuses on everything from modern classics to everyday 

styles. Delight your feet with style and comfort. 






